Experience the Marais differently with Promenade des Sens® !
The Marais is charming and authentic, but also chic, trendy and up-to-the minute,
with both a number of large and beautiful mansions, illustrating the importance of the French
Renaissance, and a huge selection of interesting boutiques and young designers.
The Promenade des Sens® custom-made tour combines cultural tourism (discovering
interesting sites and architecture with amusing anecdotes about their history)
and unique places or boutiques.
We select a delightful mix of not to be missed and little known boutiques or unique places, all
located in the same area, that the shop-owners or the designers are delighted to present to you:
- Amazing classified architecture of places: one around tea products, the other around organic
ready-to-wear or accessories
- New trendy Parisian flagship and concept-store
- Contemporary architecture in this newest trendy concept-store located in the Marais
- Belle-Epoque façades
- Hand-made accessories or clothing created by Parisian designers in their Parisian workshops
- Unique concepts: around patented inventions for every day use (very funny!), “collections
d’absinthe”, hats made with cactus leaves, belts which buckles and leather strips are sold separately
etc…
- Gourmet addresses such as the boutique of this new generation of grand chef pâtissier…
The balance between boutiques and culture is totally designed to you.
Your boutiques itinerary may be focused on young designers, home design… depending on you!
Each private shopping tour is different in its contents, places visited, depending on
you and occasional spontaneity!
The real Paris, the “Paris des Parisiens”, this is the atmosphere of the tours that Marie-Bénédicte
and her team, all native Parisians and passionate about their own city, are delighted to reveal to
you.
Price (4 hours’ guided tour): 75€ (19.6% VAT including)
The days of the tours: From 1.30 to 5.30pm: Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday
From 10am to 2pm: Tuesday and Wednesday
From 8 to 12 participants per group – Limited to 2 groups per half day
Cancellation policy: The totality of the amount will be kept by PDS in case cancellation happens less than 4 days
before the tour
90% will be recovered by the client in case the cancellation happens more than 4 days before the tour

